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present point in our study, I mentioned to you, the mames of those we have
particularly dwelt upon in our discussion and I put or three names of

individuals in parenthesis whose deeds
wefrve

discussdd even though we have

not mentioned the name or did nnt say anytning about the irne bthñng important.

But the history of it is an important and interesting history , the history

of any branch of the christian church. They would be nomore important thatn

the history of the church of Constantinople , of Alexandria, and Antioch, or

Franck, if were not for the c/ claims made today. The calims are so

very wide today that they are gaining head way-today as to or not that it is

important that we should know the facts about the ]history and the origins of

the papacy. I went thoough the Vatican last summer with a Jesuit and we

notices different things referring to different popes and I referr to

something and I say such and such of such andsuch a pope , he said I don't

remember all those 4{ names and all that stuff. And he beleiving they

were the supreme head of the church and de&icated by his military oath to

absolute I4iØé subserviance to them , it was rather impressive to me that

he was saying any great knowledge about them , he did not want to enter any

controversy with he was anzious to steer aay from them but I do think

that Roman Catholic attitude toward all those docrnes and far as the rank'

and file is concerned , if the church says it that is it. And while there

are individual leaders who hgh1y trained and familiar with the facts . The

rank and file of not only the ordinary peole but of he leaders and the

intermediate rank of leaders , are simply not aware of the brue facts they

just take that is handed to them. I think it is important that we shuuld

know the facts. It is thmportant that a protestant $1%t{ christian know

the facts about Marcelinus and about Ljberius and about some of the other men

whose lives and actions conbracict the calims that are made from the papacy.

I t can not be denied that they contradict , the attempt is made to explain

it away and of course ignnre as much as possible . I think we should

be fami1sr with the fact. We may not have to use them for ten years but

youn may come to one particular point /j4 in your ministry where the
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